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SHORT NOTE 

Vandalism in Taxonomy 
(continued)

Examples of emails sent by Dewanand Makhan to various fellow taxonomists in 2006: 

January 25, 2006 (17:04) 

“Baby Manfred, not be a Baby, Be a big Boy. See there are so many magazine[s] [in] this world, 
what can you do. I know that all the Austrian[s] are so corrupt. …” 

March 17, 2006 (13:51) 

“Bastard Dog, I was thinking that you are a wise man, but you are so low. I am afraid that you[r] 
mother made you with a stinking dog. … I am not as you stinking dog, be a man now. I shall 
publish many more papers, you will like it or not. 

March 19, 2006 (9:25) 

“If you work with the Bastard Manfred than it is your problem. Nobody can do me any thing. I 
change my address in the next papers, use my prived [private] one. I told the head of the 
department to this only for one year, want make Manfred angry. The same letter (under) from 
manfred was send to the magazines to. They are so happy to know more about the slime ball.” 

March 25, 2006 (12:53) 

“Dear Dog Pawel, You are a true stinking dog. … You faillet [?] and fake man. Play a big friend 
with Manfred Jach. Want borrow material thief. Slime ball, you will be slimed. I ask my self 
how the stinking dog father made the stinking Manfred Jach. What are you doing in Japan dog, 
you are a beggar dog. Nobody can't break me. I shall stay in China and collect many more.” 
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